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Abstract

Important aspects of assessments in education are that they are fair and relevant for the targeted learning outcomes. Patterns as descriptions of tested ways can help university teachers with reaching these goals, as these teachers are often not trained in these specific aspects of education.

The patterns on fair assessments presented in this paper have been mined by a group of practicing educators during the first EduPloP. They build on the foundational assessment patterns and address aspects such as transparency on what and how will be assessed and respecting the diversity of the student population.

Introduction

In earlier work (Bergin et al., 2015), we presented the following set of foundational patterns for Assessment-Driven Course Design (ADCD): Constructive Alignment, Learning Outcomes, Assessment Criteria List, Criteria Refinement, and Rubric. In this work we explore patterns for fair assessment that build on these foundational patterns. All patterns were initially mined during the first EduPloP workshop 2015. See for more details on the process (Bergin et al., 2015).

Both Rubrics and Reference Solutions can be used for Transparent Assessment, i.e. letting students know how you provide scores, what you expect and in which ways you evaluate by providing the Assessment Criteria List and/or the Rubric. This transparency supports fairer grading. Another way to explain scores is to use a Reference Solution. A Reference Solution is not the only correct answer to a given task. But it divides a task into components and defines reference scores for each of the potential achievements. It can also exemplify which skills are tested and which expected Learning Outcomes are probed. However, since we appreciate the diversity of students, fairness must not be reduced to “treating everyone the same way”. Rather, we need to accept Multiple Right Ways, offer Assessment Diversity to ensure that we measure the skills rather than the student’s ability

1 Summaries of these patterns can be found in the appendix
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to cope with a specific type of assessment instrument. Sometimes Hidden Bonus Criteria can be used to reward high performance in areas that have not been stated as explicit learning outcomes (for example, to avoid distracting or misleading students). While there is a risk that Hidden Bonus Criteria counter transparency they are also an opportunity to honor a wide range of skills without making the core learning outcomes to fuzzy. The assessment itself should be made transparent by using a Performance Sheet.

An Assessment Language

The foundational patterns for assessment and the fair assessment are just beginning of a larger language of assessment patterns. We have already identified many existing (and documented) patterns that can be integrated into the language. Moreover, we have outlined new patterns that we have already tested in our own teaching activities, including Performance Assessment, Learn by Fail, Misconception Assessment, Hide Names, Fail Fast, Student Conference, Gaming the lecture, Gamification, Self Assessment, Mandatory pedagogical teacher training, Bitcoin, Refinements ‘til done, “This is feedback”, Poll & Comment.

The Format of These Patterns

Each pattern opens with its name and any recognized aliases. This is followed by a classification, here always “Assessment”. Then comes a pattern summary in italics, followed by the context. Following a sequence of asterisks you find the forces followed by the problem addressed in the patterns. Immediately after the second sequence of asterisks is the solution and then any commentary, discussion, implementation details, etc. The key parts of the problem and solution are in bold. Near the end of the last part you will find the resulting context, both positive consequences (“You will find...”) and negative consequences (“However...”).

We also include, at the end, such things as examples, related patterns, and references. These are labelled.

The “patlet” (problem-solution pair) closely contains (“hugs”) the second sequence of asterisks.
**TRANSPARENT ASSESSMENT**

Also Known As: Open Instruments of Assessment; Visible Assessment Assessment

Ensure that your assessment scheme is visible to your students, from the criteria to the actual tools you use to apply them.

You are teaching in a structured educational situation and have a clearly defined ASSESSMENT CRITERIA LIST.

***

Students often do not reflect on their work or validate it, either because they do not know how to do it or they don't see value in doing so. This leads to unproductive work on both the student's and the teacher's side, as they didn't do it right, didn't do the right thing, or even both.

On the other hand, if students have the idea that they are on the right track but assessment shows they aren't, then this can be very frustrating and demotivating for them. In that case students think they know how they will be assessed or assume that the assessment will match the way they validate their work themselves.

In some cases, students actually are on the right track, but still could perform better. But they often do not know how to improve their performance.

Students often have misconceptions about what you require of them. If students don't know where you want them to go, how will they get there?

***

Therefore share all elements of your assessment scheme with the learners, from the ASSESSMENT CRITERIA LIST, through the patterns you use to apply them and the tools you use to implement those. Instruct learners to use these tools to self- and peer- assess their work, and encourage them to debug them, i.e. point out any ambiguities or inconsistencies.

Before the course (or learning activity) starts, provide students with the ASSESSMENT CRITERIA LIST. These criteria are implemented through your ASSESSMENT INSTRUMENTS: provide the students with these as much as you can of without compromising the integrity of your assessment. Explicitly demonstrate the CONSTRUCTIVE ALIGNMENT of your ASSESSMENT CRITERIA LIST and your ASSESSMENT INSTRUMENTS.
In order to maintain your autonomy, you may include elements of **Discretionary Bonus**. Sometimes you can give students access to the actual instruments you will use. For example, if you use a **Rubric**, you can provide it as is. However, some instruments, such as an exam, rely on concealment. In that case, you can provide equivalent examples.

**You may expect**: Knowing the details of the assessment reduces student anxiety. Students will perceive the assessment as more fair.

“**Sunlight is said to be the best of disinfectants**”: your students have a clear interest in your assessment criteria and instruments. If these are unclear, ambiguous, incoherent, inconsistent or misaligned - they are sure to point this out to you.

Understanding the rationale behind the assessment will help students align their work (their epistemic practices) with the learning objectives.

Students will reduce their misconceptions of the assessment strategy and by extension of the content to be learnt. Disputes over assessment will be reduced to to a clearer understanding of the assessment criteria and procedures.

If your **Assessment Criteria List** and **Assessment Instruments** are well thought, they should be a good example for students to follow. By studying these, and using them for **Self Assessment** and **Peer Review**, students will develop their meta-cognitive skills.

**However**: If your **Assessment Criteria List** and **Assessment Instruments** are not carefully designed, exposing them will narrow the students’ learning to the cases captured in the assessment tools, and reduce the transfer of knowledge to unknown situations. In some cases, students may even “game” the assessment instruments, thus achieving high marks but missing the learning objectives altogether.

**Related Patterns**

Implements the **Code Is Law** principle.

Used **Assessment Criteria List** and **Constructive Alignment**.

Used by **Graded Peer Assessment** and **Self Assessment**.

Essential for **Self-Peer-Tutor** assessment.

**Examples**

- The University of Surrey provides students free access **Turnitin**’s originality checking service.
• Christian Köppe provides students with a **Mock Exam** in the introductory programming course. This mock exam also contains a grading scheme which is similar to the one used in the real exam.

• OU UK’s course “**H817: Openness and Innovation in Elearning**” included a design studio component. Students were provided with the rubric used to assess this component.

• University of Haifa’s course on “**Games and Learning**” provided students with the scheme that the tutor would use to mark them, and asked them to use the same scheme to mark themselves. The grade they gave themselves was factored into their course grade.

**See Also**

John Hattie’s **Visible Learning**.
Assessment

Use one potential solution as a reference to map scores to partly correct solutions.

You are planning how to mark an upcoming student assignment or task. You expect a correct answer, but realize there are **Multiple Correct Solutions**.

***

A student solution can be technically wrong, but the student may still be on the right track. A binary measure does not account for the actual performance. A student might start out on a different path to a solution than you expected. It might prove fruitful, so simple measures don't account for creativity.

If there is only one standard solution it is easy to score the performance by simply considering which parts of the standard solution are fulfilled. However, if you see only parts of an alternative solution it is hard to tell whether this solution is correct.

Even if the parts of a solution are correct, the parts likely require different amounts of effort and/or creativity.

Some of the key parts of the solution might be correct, but others less so.

All correct solutions score hundred percent but you have to find scores for partly correct solutions as well. **Deciding what is partly correct becomes very difficult if a student uses an unexpected, yet potentially correct, solution approach.**

***

Therefore write one reference solution and identify the core functional elements of the solution. Assign scores to each solution part. When a student has given a partial solution then you can provide the scores for each solution part that has been found. It does not have to be the same solution as you use in your reference.

This is a divide and conquer approach to identify solution parts. The reference solution helps you to identify which essential parts are needed and you can also evaluate the difficulty of the approach, e.g. do students have to apply standard mechanisms (e.g. a for loop), apply a trick, have to understand new model or develop a new solution.

The reference solution does not set up the one right answer but can be used as a reference to map scores to partial correct solutions.

It can also help to identify requirements or steps that are required in any potential
solution approach.

If you have already several solution alternatives in mind you may write down several reference solutions and map the scores between them as well.

**You may expect:** Scoring becomes easier as you do not have to decide each time whether some solution fragment scores or not. If you identify a solution fragment you can easily assign a score based on the reference solution.

This leads to fairer scoring and it makes it easier to explain the scores to students and provide feedback.

You can also publish a reference solution for a Mockup Test to demonstrate to students how you assign scores. You can also publish the reference solution after a written text to help students check how they performed right after the test - but make sure to communicate that it is not the only right solution.

This approach helps to map solution parts to a score if these parts are easily identified as correct.

**However,** if some part cannot be mapped to the reference solution this does not necessarily meant that it is wrong. Rather it needs to be evaluated for its correctness and a score needs to be found.

**Related Patterns:**

* Transparent criteria, Assessment Criteria List
* Mockup Exam
* Multiple Right Ways

**Examples**

- A reference solution may store data in an array. Identify the need to store data somewhere can be assigned 2 points. If a student finds any alternative ways to store the data this counts 2 points.

- The reference solution identifies that at some point a new thread needs to be created. The correct syntax of creating the thread is scored one point. If a student has a different solution approach (correct or even incorrect) the creation of a thread at some point scores one point.

- A reference solution may need to fulfill some requirements. The reference solution shows that these requirements can actually be fulfilled. However, all other solution that fulfill the requirements score equally.
**MULTIPLE RIGHT WAYS**

**Assessment**

Allow different solutions to be correct. If some solutions are better than others, make criteria that lead to higher scores transparent.

You are assigning a task to students - in projects, written exams, practice sessions etc. and you have to decide which answer is right. There are always multiple ways to solve the problem.

***

It is a fact that in almost any area there are multiple ways to solve a problem. Even if you ask students to solve a problem using a specific method there can be a variation of implementation.

You may be familiar with several alternative solutions but students may come up with many unexpected solution approaches. Sometimes these solutions are clumsy, at other times they are innovative and even better than expected.

You may say that “anything goes” but actually some things go better! Some approaches may plainly be wrong that is they do not fulfill the assignment. Some approaches may be partly wrong: they lead to the right direction but have some flaws in it.

Some approaches reach the goal but have negative side effects. Correct solution should be graded better than partly correct solutions. Better solutions should be graded better than weak solutions. But it becomes tricky to grade better solution approaches that are only partly correct.

If you allow only one solution to be correct then you are not fair to students who have found equivalent or even better alternatives. However, some alternatives may work correctly but are still not good solutions. Grading weak solutions lower seems unfair to students.

***

Therefore, allow multiple alternatives as correct answers. Be open to unexpected approaches and individually evaluate their correctness and quality. Clearly state the goal and expected outcome. Clearly state which additional criteria you expect from the solution (efficiency, innovation, easy read, fulfilling standards).

To test the correctness clearly define the expected outcome, for instance a mathematical result, a computed outcome, or features of an artefact. To test the quality and
requirements state explicitly which requirements you expect to be fulfilled. You can use an **Assessment Criteria List** for that.

If correctness and all requirements are satisfied then rate the outcome with 100% of the potential score. Provide bonus scores for innovative or high quality solution approaches and use the bonus scores to compensate mistakes in implementing that solution.

**You may expect:** Allow diversity of approaches. Fairer scoring. Avoid that students learn standard solutions by pure repetition / drill & practice.

**However,** an unknown solution is hard evaluate for its correctness. Sometimes you have to process the solution step by step and even then you cannot be 100% sure whether the solution works in all cases.

**Examples**

In computer science, students can be assigned to write some code in order to solve a problem. They may come up with a correctly working program but the program has bad performance, is hard to understand and maintain, or simply using bad coding techniques.
**Assessment Diversity**

Assessment

*Use a variety of assessment techniques in each course to account for different learning modalities and to increase the richness of student experience.*

You are designing the assessment structure for a new course.

***

Every student is different.

Some students are better test takers and some are better writers, speakers, ... Students need to learn to express themselves in a variety of ways.

Some students may do especially poorly on some assessment instruments independent of their learning. If every such measurement uses that mode they will do poorly overall, even with good learning.

***

Therefore, use a variety of assessment vehicles within the course. Don’t depend on just exams. You can evaluate project work, writings, presentations, etc. Even within exams, use a variety of question types.

Almost any variety here is good. Flash Quizzes, Tallying participation, peer review along with formal exams as required. Use **YOUR CHOICE or MY CHOICE** to make sure that the activities cover all the aspects that you want.

Each measurement should not have a large impact on the overall assessment of the student. Let grades be determined by the overall performance.

**You may expect:** You will tend to assure that if a student is somehow disadvantaged by a particular vehicle it will have low impact on overall performance measurement.

However, this takes a bit of thought and exploration, of course, but otherwise, few negatives.

**Related Patterns**

Used by **Constructive Alignment**

**Reduce Risk**

**Kinds of Exam**
Examples:

Iteratively grading a project as it is developed + a couple of exams + an oral presentation of the project.

In the programming courses at HAN University of Applied Sciences, the students have to do two exams for grading and an additional practical assignment in order to address different aspects of the content.
HIDDEN BONUS CRITERIA

Assessment

Have some additional criteria that can improve the overall grade of students.

You are using an ASSESSMENT CRITERIA LIST to grade student achievements.

***

Special problems can arise in the course of a term. Students should be rewarded for coping effectively, even though the stated criteria could not be met.

The stated course criteria might seem to pedestrian and boring to your best, most creative, students.

Even the typical student can be led to doing the minimum to fulfill the criteria. They should know that additional efforts will be rewarded.

Some assessment criteria may distract or mislead students.

***

Therefore, in addition to communicated criteria you should evaluate hidden criteria that can lead to better gradings. The hidden criteria are not communicated to students because they should not be distracted or misled by them.

While the hidden criteria are not communicated to the students, you should also document them and make them available to students if they need to understand their grade. So you can justify the grade later and make the base for your evaluation transparent - even with hidden criteria. Hidden criteria should not lead to poorer marks because the communicated criteria list is some kind of contract you do with your students. For example, if a team has created a great artefact but always missed the deadline, you should only lower the grade if you explicitly stated that time management is a criteria for assessment.

You may want to point out that there are some additional (bonus) criteria. Students may guess them, or you may state generally that high performance in areas that are not stated explicitly may improve the total result. However, make clear that these criteria are really additional and can't be used for compensating unfulfilled standard ones.

It should be possible to get a good, even perfect, grade with only the stated criteria.

You may expect: to have even better conditions for students than in the original assessment contract. This leads to less complains and students feel treated more fairly. Students are happy that they perform well.
However, hidden criteria should not lead to minus scores. Students may feel treated unfair if other students or groups are rated better even if they perform equally on the criteria list that is accessible to all students.

Examples:

Efficiency: students should explore multiple approaches rather than only have look for the “best outcome in minimal time”. However, if a group has achieved outstanding results in short time, this is a bonus.

Conflict resolution: if teams perform well in resolving conflicts this is a bonus. However, teams should not be encouraged to have conflicts...

Self-guidance: if a team achieves results without much guidance from the supervisor this is a better achievement. However, students should not be encouraged to avoid advice or support.

Overall performance: sometimes a team performs only average on each of the criteria but if you consider the outcome as a whole it is much better - it feels just better. This could lead to better grading. However, students should not be encouraged to treat the communicated criteria as less important.

Learnings: Sometimes you observe a real jump in the learning curve and only at the end of the project the teams performs very high. In this case you may want to grade the high performance. But of course you don’t want to encourage students to perform low in the beginning.

Related Patterns:

Students define criteria

Guess criteria

Flexible criteria

Multiple paths (allowing different achievements to reach the goal.)

Performance matrix (making explicit in team work who was responsible for what)

Realised by Open Instruments of Assessment.
**Performance Sheet**

**Also Known As:** Assessment Contract

**Assessment**

Rate each Refined Criteria on a sheet.

You have an Assessment Criteria List and found already Criteria Refinement.

***

Fairness requires that there be at least rough correspondence between your evaluation of one student and another.

If you must evaluate work at different times, such as a performance or presentation, it can be hard to keep track of how you evaluated the earlier ones. It is possible to get inconsistent.

Some students will surprise you, doing something out of the ordinary, either better or worse than expected.

**Undocumented assessment criteria are both unfair and impossible to apply.**

***

Therefore, prepare a sheet (digital or print-out), that lets you easily enter the performance for each of the finer level criteria.

Have fields that let you aggregate the finer level criteria of **Criteria Refinement**. By making the performance sheet available to student you support Transparent Assessment. However, you may consider to skip the criteria refinement to not overwhelm the students. You should also not put hidden bonus criteria on published sheets.

Be sure not to forget any criteria.

**You may expect:** It is easy to compare between students.

Having a standardized performance sheet makes it easier to grade work by two independent reviewers.

**However,** be aware of mechanic scoring that does not take the individual cases and skills into account.

**Examples:**
One of us used this (below) printed out sheet to write down the detailed performances of teams presenting their project results. The presentation was one criteria of the overall performance.

Using an Excel sheet he rated the project results according to several criteria. Another tutor used the same sheet and rated the students independently.

**Related Patterns:**

**Students Define Criteria**
GUESS CRITERIA

FLEXIBLE CRITERIA

MULTIPLE PATHS (allowing different achievements to reach the goal.)

PERFORMANCE MATRIX (making explicit in team work who was responsible for what)

Realised by OPEN INSTRUMENTS OF ASSESSMENT.
## References


## Appendix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pattern Name</th>
<th>Summary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Constructive Alignment</td>
<td>Create authentic assessment activities by first defining your learning outcomes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning Outcomes</td>
<td>Set clear and measurable learning outcomes to help students organise their study and to ensure you capture all elements you need.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment Criteria List</td>
<td>Clearly communicate to students what the criteria for assessment are.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criteria Refinement</td>
<td>Refine assessment criteria to a detailed level.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rubric</td>
<td>Rate each Refined Criteria on a sheet and aggregate the mark.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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